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THE THIRTY-THIRD T H O M A S  HAWKSLEY LECTURE 

Research and Development applied to Bomb Disposal 
By H. J. Gough, C.B., M.B.E., D.Sc., M.I.Mech.E., F.R.S. (Vice-President)* 

An account of some of the principal lines of research and development pursued, during the late war, to 
solve the complex and changing probIems presented by the designers of enemy bombs, which resulted 
in the devising of methods, apparatus, and equipment for use by the Unexploded Bomb Disposal 
Sections of the three Services. The three primary problems of bomb disposal are described : the location 
of the bomb; the rendering safe of fuzes, and anti-handling and booby-trap devices; and opening 
and emptying the bomb of its high-explosive filling. The considerable variety of fuzes-and their as- 
sociated devices-fall into certain groups, and the technically important types of those encountered 
are described. As the result of intensive investigations, a large proportion of which could only be carried 
out on live bombs, satisfactory disposal techniques were developed, and suitable field equipment was 
designed and produced for use in this country and overseas theatres of war. The  lecture deals primarily 
with German high-explosive general-bombardment bombs, but some mention is made of Italian and 
Japanese bombs, as well as the German flying-bomb and long-range rocket. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

On those honoured by the invitation to deliver a Thomas 
Hawksley Lecture falls the privilege and duty of dealing with a 
scientific or engineering subject with which they have been 
closely associated. I shall attempt an account of some of the 
principal lines of research and development pursued, during the 
late war, to solve the complex and changing problems presented 
by the designers of enemy bombs, by devising suitable disposal 
methods and designing and producing apparatus and equipment 
which, placed in the hands of Bomb Disposal Units of the three 
Services, assisted them in carrying out their difficult and 
dangerous work in t h i s  country and overseas. Physics, chemistry, 
and engineering all made their contributions ; equipment ranging 
from delicate scientific apparatus to compact, portable equiva- 
lents of heavy-duty machine tools. 

The story should possess human as well as technical interest. 
For part of the air war was fought over our doorsteps, and many 
thousands of civilians have so often seen the vehicles of the dis- 
posal squads-with their distinguishing red rnud-guards-disap- 
pear into roped-off and evacuated areas bearing boards marked 
“Danger. Unexploded Bomb”. In  due course they emerged, 
their task done and, once again, work essential to the national 
effort was recommenced in some vital factory, power station, 
etc. During that interval, a typical high-explosive bomb (see 
Fig. 1) had been located and rendered harmless. I t  may have 
been found 30 feet down in a wet subsoil, fitted with an active 
time-delay fuze, together with a device to cause instant detona- 
tion if the bomb is moved or even vibrated, also a “booby-trap” 
which operates if an attempt is made to withdraw the fuzes. All 
these devices were buried deeply inside a steel casing. 

Technical developments between the two world wars had 
led to the expectation of bombing on an unprecedented scale, 
and comprehensive plans for Air Raid Precaution Services had 
been organized, but the menace of the unexploded bomb had not 
been realized. I n  December 1939, following a German raid on 
the Shetland Isles, some unexploded bombs were recovered. 
The fuzes were impact fuzes but, in certain circumstances, 
could remain alive after dropping; further, it was clear that 
time-delay fuzes and booby-traps were future developments to 
be expected. The Civil Defence Research Committee of the 
Ministry of Home Security commenced the development of 

The MS. of this lecture was received at the Institution on 24th 
September 1946. For the Minutes of Proceedings of the meeting in 
London on 15th November 1946, at  which this lecture was delivered, 
see vol. 154, p. 371. 

* Engineer-in-chief, Messrs. Lever Brothers and Unilever, Ltd., 
late Director-General of Scientific Research and Development, 
Ministry of Supply. 

some bomb-disposal apparatus. Under a pre-war decision, the 
Home Office was to be responsible for dealing with unexploded 
bombs but the need for a disciplined force was recognized and, 
early in 1940, it was decided that the War Office should assume 
general responsibility, the Admiralty and Air Ministry responsi- 
bility for missiles falling within their own Establishments, while 
the closest collaboration was to be maintained between the 
three Services. By arrangement with the Secretary of State for 
War, the Minister of Supply took over, as from 1st April 1940, 
complete responsibility for the research, development, and pro- 
duction involved in devising bomb-disposal methods and equip- 

Fig. 1. Typical Assembly of a German High-Explosive 
Bomb fitted with Two Fuze Pockets 

1. Long-delay clockwork fuze [17]. 
2. Anti-withdrawal of fuze device (Zus 40). 
3. [50] Fuze extremely sensitive to vibration or movement of bomb. 
4. Picric acid pellets. 
5. Compressed T.N.T. pellets in paper tube. 
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ment for the Army, Navy, and Air Force; the Minister placed 
this triple responsibility on your lecturer. 

The Minister placed responsibility for consideration of, and 
general advice on, the scientific problems of unexploded bombs 
on a specially formed Committee-the Unexploded Bomb 
Committee-of his Scientific Advisory Council. On this Com- 
mittee sat the Directors of Bomb Disposal of the three Services, 
representatives of the Home Office and Ministry of Home 
Security, together with certain scientists drawn from Govern- 
ment and independent sources ; later, representatives of the 
United States Navy and Army joined the Committee. I t  has 
been my privilege to serve as Chairman of that Committee from 
its inception to the present time. When we took over on 1st April 
1940, no apparatus had been developed for production or even 
tried out on a live bomb : time was of paramount importance. 

The organization, however, was on such lines, that action on 
any decision could be taken immediately without any further 
reference for technical or financial approval. From its inception 
and throughout the whole period, complete co-operation, colla- 
boration, and team spirit existed between every member-Ser- 
vice and civilian-of the closely knitted group of users, scientists, 
designers, and producers, who, collectively and individually, 

I spared no effort in those most difficult and anxious times of the 
impending and actual “blitzes”. Nevertheless, looking back, it is 
amazing that leeway was so rapidly made up under conditions 
of extreme secrecy. Great encouragement was given by the close 
personal interest of the Prime Minister and Minister of Supply 
in this work. Mr. Churchill wrote: “The rapid disposal of un- 
exploded bombs is of the highest importance. Any failure to 
grapple with this problem may have serious results on the pro- 
duction of aircraft and other vital war material. The work of the 
Bomb Disposal Squads must be facilitated by the provision of 
every kind of up-to-date equipment. Priority A should be 
allotted to the production of the equipment and to any further 
requirements which may come to light”. 

A small, carefully selected group of scientists and engineers- 
each a volunteer-was formed into a Headquarters Branch. 
They considered each new problem as it arose, assisted in the 

recovery of new fuzes and explosives, co-ordinated research and 
development, tested prototypes and production models. All im- 
portant tests were made on the full scale, using filled enemy 
bombs : urgency and the fear of unknown “scale-effect’’ simply 
did not permit the usual procedure of research and development. 
All practicable safety precautions were taken, but hazards were 
unavoidable and accepted. The awards of two George Crosses 
(one posthumous), one George Medal, and two posthumous 
Commendations for Bravery to members of this Headquarters 
Branch is some testimony to their courage and devotion. 

Research and development were placed wherever it could be 
suitably carried out and rapidly completed : to Government 
establishments (the Armament Research Department merits 
special mention), universities, industrial laboratories, and, some- 

TABLE 1. GERMAN HIGH-EXPLOSIVE GENERAL-BOMBARDMENT 
BOMBS 

Designation Bomb 
length 

(ex- 
cluding 

tail) 
ft. in. 

S.C. 50 kg. 2 4f- 

S.D. 50 kg. 1 I l f  
S.C. 250 kg. 3 11 
S.D. 250 kg. 3 0  

2 7  

S.C. 500 kg. 4 6- 
5 0  

S.D. 500’kg. (a)  4 6 
S.D. 500 kg. (b )  3 6f- 
S.C. 1,000 kg. 6 3 
S.D. 1,000 kg. 4 92 
S.D. 1,400 kg. 6 3 
S.C. 1,800 kg. 8 7f 

Bomb 
diameter, 

inches 

8 

8 
14) 
144 
18 

1% 
1% 

19a 
26 

22 
26 

No. of 
fuze 

pockets 

1 

1 
1 or 2 

1 
1 or 2 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Name 

- 
- - 
- - 
- - 

Hermann 
Esau 
Fritz 
Satan 
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Fig. 2. German High-Explosive General-Bombardment Bombs 
3. S.C. 250 kg. 
4. S.D. 250 kg. 

5. S.C. 500 kg. 
6.  S.D. 500 kg. 

7. S.C. 1,000 kg. (Herrnann). 
8. S.D. 1,000 kg. (Esau). 

9. S.D. 1,400 kg. (Fritz). 10. S.C. 1,800 kg. (Satan). 

1. S.D. 50 kg. 
2. S.C. 50 kg. 
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times, private individuals. Some very difficult and important 
problems have been put simultaneously to various laboratories : 
others were broken down and parts taken on by various teams. 

Table 1 gives some data concerning the German high- 
explosive general-bombardment bombs with which this lecture 
is principally concerned. Varying in weight from 50 kg. to 
1,800 kg., they may be thin-walled (“S.C.”) or thick-walled 
(“S.D.”)*. Fig. 2 shows the relative sizes and appearances of 
these bombs. From the bomb-disposal aspect, the contents of 
the fuze pockets and the thickness of the casing were more 
important than the bomb size and weight. 

By the end of 1945 more than 50,000 high-explosive enemy 
bombs of 50 kg. or over had been dealt with in Great Britain 

TABLE 2. RECORDED HIGH-EXPLOSIVE BOMBS DROPPED ON 
UNITED KINGDOM IN 24 WEEKS 

4-Weekly period 

7 Oct. ’40- 4 Nov. ’40 
4 Nov. ’40- 2 Dec. ’40 
2 Dec. ’40-30 Dec. ’40 

30 Dec. ’40-22 Jan. ’41 
27 Jan. ’41-24 Feb. ’41 
24 Feb. ’41-24 Mar. ’41 

Total Unexploded I bombs 

892 
8,720 
2,518 

989 
888 

3,623 

17,630 

83 
591 
292 
100 
56 

339 

1,46 1 

Percentage 
of 

unexploded 
bombs 

9.3 
6.8 

11.6 
10.1 
6.3 
9.4 

Average 
8.3 

* The nomenclature is that used in this country: the Germans 
used a three-fold classification-S.C., S.D., and P.C., where S.D. 
denoted splinter-bombs and P.C. the true armour-piercing type. 

alone. The total number of high-explosive bombs dropped is 
not accurately known. Table 2, taken from census figures 
collected during the most active period of enemy raiding, shows 
that about 8 per cent failed to explode; during the sporadic 
raids of 1943 and 1944, an average figure of 20 per cent was 
approached. But these figures fail to indicate the peak demands 
placed on the disposal squads; in one week in late 1940, no less 
than 900 high-explosive bombs were disposed of. In  spite of 
their activity, there were, at times, as many as 1,000 unexploded 
bombs in London alone, and nearly three times that number in 
the whole country. The majority of unexploded bombs were 
fitted with impact fuzes which had failed to function: after 
identification, their disposal is a simple matter. But until 
reached and identified, each bomb is a potential delay action; 
this fact governs bomb-disposal operations and dislocation of 
national war effort and civil security. 

In the following attempt to present a summarized account of 
the work, it will be convenient to discuss it in relation to certain 
periods of the war. In  1940, the basic problems of bomb 
disposal clearly emerged with the particular problems of certain 
bombs and fuzes which were used throughout the war. In  1940 
and 1941, these problems yielded to complete or partial solu- 
tions. The year 1942 was relatively quiescent in regard to major 
new problems, and was mainly devoted to improving and 
simplifying apparatus and equipment. The years 1943 and 1944 
again brought the operational use of entirely new fuzes and mis- 
siles, and involved the devising of novel techniques and apparatus. 

I.  B A S I C  A N D  P A R T I C U L A R  PROBLEMS W H I C H  EMERGED 
I N  1940 

The three basic problems of bomb disposal are : (1) to locate 
buried bombs; (2) to render safe the fuzes and other devices; 
and (3)  to open the bomb casing and remove the high-explosive 
filling. 

60 MR A n nB 15 M.0 25 M.0 

Fig. 3.  Circuit Diagram of Rheinmetall Fuze No. [I51 
A and B. Charging plungers (spring-loaded). 

FC. Firing condensers. 
RC. Reservoir condensers. 

S .  Impact switches. 
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Size of bomb, Penetration, feet 

- kg. 

Average I Maximum 

9 

Offset, feet 

Average I Maximum 

From high-altitude attack, bombs acquire velocities sufficient 
to break through many obstructions and penetrate deeply into 
the earth. After a normal entry angle of between 15 deg. to 45 
deg. to the vertical, the bomb course may be seriously and 
unpredictably deflected j some typical penetration and offset 
data are given in Table 3.  Statistics reveal that 69 per cent of 
unexploded bombs penetrate less than 15 feet, 20 per cent 

50 10 35 4 18 

500 
1,000 21 35 a 24 
1,400 
1,800 

between 15 and 20 feet, 10 per cent between 20 and 25 feet, 
1 per cent over 30 feet. The time involved in excavation nearly 
always occupies the major part of bomb disposal operations, and 
the essential need for a scientific method of location from the 
surface became apparent very early. 

The bomb having been located and reached, the fuzes must 
be identified and rendered safe. A very great number and variety 
of fuzes were employed in German missiles of all types dropped 
from the air, but three principal types of fuzes were used; once 
their problems had been solved, variants of these types, together 
with many lesser important kinds, presented few additional 
difficulties. All three types-No. [El, No. [17], and No. [50]- 
are Rheinmetall electric fuzes with certain essential features in 
common. In each case, when the bombs are in the bomb racks, 
a 150-volt battery in the aircraft is connected, by a telescopic 
arm, to two spring-loaded plungers in each fuze head. The bomb 
is released and, immediately after it is free from its suspension, 
the battery automatically charges a reservoir condenser in the 
fuze; the telescopic charging arm then parts company with 
the bomb. Thus, no attached bomb can have a charged fuze. 
As the bomb falls, the charge on the reservoir condenser leaks 
through a high resistance to a firing condenser, thus arming the 
fuze : the time taken from the instant of bomb-release enables 
the aircraft to reach a safe distance. 

The [ 151 Fuze, Alternatively Instantaneous or Short-delay. 
Fig. 3 shows the essentials of the circuit, which has two in- 
dependent parts. That charged from plunger A gives an arming 
time of 8 seconds and instantaneous action on impact. That 
charged from plunger B has two firing condensers with arming 
times of 2 seconds and 8 seconds, with igniters firing pyrotechnic 
delays of 8.8 seconds and 0.3 second, respectively. The bomb 
aimer can arrange his switch to give explosion with or without 
delay by either charging plunger B only, or both plungers A and 
B. With “delay” charging, the  actual delay obtained depends 
on the height of free fall of the bomb. Also, with either method 
of charging, if the bomb drops less than 60 feet, the fuze will 
not operate on impact, as none of the firing condensers will have 
become sufficiently charged. The bomb is “dud” but dangerous, 
because the condensers continue to charge and movement or 
vibration of the bomb will close the switches and detonate the 
bomb. In time, the condensers will self-discharge, and the fuze 
become harmless. 

But this fuze can be made safe merely by depressing the 
plungers to make contact with the reservoir condensers and 
then earthing for suAicient time to discharge also the firing 
condensers. A simple tool for this purpose-the Two-Pin PIug 
Discharger-was quickly produced in April 1940 and issued to 
all squads. 

Fig. 4 shows a sectioned view of this fuze, whose type pre- 
sented no serious technical problem in bomb disposal. 

/’ 

2 2 

2 

4 3 

6 

5 

Fig. 4. Sectional View of No. [15] Fuze 

6.  Pitch filling. 
1. Plungers. 5. Firing bridge. 
2. Impact switches. 
3. Condensers. 7. Gaine. 
4. Resistances. 

The [50] Fuze. The [50] fuze, first encountered in September 
1940, is designed to act as a booby-trap and anti-handling device ; 
Fig. 5 shows the essential circuit. Basically similar in principle 
to the impact fuze, the arming time is increased from seconds to 
minutes by using a very high leakage resistance, so that the fuze 
becomes live only after it has come to rest in the ground. The 
inertia switches are extremely sensitive : very slight movement 
or vibration of the bomb will cause detonation. Also, if the 
charging plunger is depressed after the fuze is armed, the firing 
condenser is connected direct to the igniter, so exploding the 
bomb. Thus, the use of the two-pin discharger on this fuze 
would be fatal. This dangerous fuze presented a difficult problem. 

The [I71 long-delay fuze con- 
sists of two principal parts. The top part is electrical and similar 
to the “instantaneous action” portion of the [I51 fuze with this 
difference that, when the electric igniter fires, it ignites not the 
detonator of the bomb, but a small tube of Thermit. The heat 
evolved is conducted through the casing to the lower part of the 
fuze where it melts a wax pellet to allow a spring-loaded plunger 
to rise and free the balance-wheel of a clockwork mechanism; 

The [17] Long-delay Fuze. 
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A n nB 
-4 

Fig. 5. Circuit Diagram of Rheinmetall Fuze No. 50 
A and B. Charging plungers (spring-loaded). 

RC. Reservoir condenser. 
FC. Firing condenser. 

S. Extremely sensitive switches. 

the clock then starts and runs for a pre-set period of from 1+ to 
72 hours, the bomb then detonating. There is no opening of any 
sort connecting the upper electrical part of the fuze with the 
lower encased clockwork portion, situated deep in the fuze 
pocket. It is useless to work on the electrical portion, for its r81e 
has been completed on impact with the target. The essential 
and difficult problem is, therefore, to stop the clock. As illus- 
trated in Fig. 6, the obvious impulse to withdraw the fuze bodily 
has been foreseen. For under most [17] fuzes is placed a 
mechanical anti-withdrawal device called the “Zus 40”. The 
gaine of the [ 171 fuze slides easily into the metal body of the Zus ; 
two knife-edges fitted to that body engage with the side of the 
fuze pocket and prevent the Zus being withdrawn from the 
pocket. On impact with the ground, a ball is dislodged, by 
inertia, from under a detent engaging a spring-loaded trigger- 
member with needle striker and the trigger moves forward until 
arrested by the gaine of the [17] fuze. Were the fuze then to be 
withdrawn, as the gaine passed out of the Zus, it would release 
the spring-loaded trigger whose needle end would strike the 
detonator; the flash from the latter would then set off a booster 
pellet which, in turn, sets off the gaine of the Zus, thus detonating 
the bomb. 

Even when the fuzes have been made safe, temporarily or 
permanently, it is usually necessary to remove the high-explosive 
filling of the bomb, either on site or in some other location such 
as a bomb cemetery. Opening and emptying the case is the 
third basic problem of bomb disposal. The  steel casings to be 
attacked range in thickness from 1% inch of mild steel up to 

e d 

Fig. 6. Fuze Pocket fitted with No. [17] Fuze and Zus 40 

A. Electrical portion of No. [I71 fuze. 
B. Clock of No. [I71 fuze. 
C. Gaine of No. [I71 fuze. 

1. Knife-edge. 7 
2. Spring-loaded trigger member with needle striker. I 
3. Spring-loaded locking detent, with retaining ball. 
4. Detonator (ignitory). 
5. Booster pellet. I 
6. Gaine. j 

zus 40. 

a. Picric ring. 
b. Picric pellets. 
c. Bomb casing. 

d. Fuze locating ring. 
e. Fuze locking ring. 
f. Fuze pocket casing. 
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were made and supplied to the Army. Under the best conditions, 
this beautiful instrument has successfully located 250 kg. bombs 
at 15 feet and 1,000 kg. bombs at 20 feet-a remarkable achieve- 
ment, although not meeting the original requirement which, in 
fact, was never satisfied, not a surprising result when the inherent 
difficulties are appreciated. 

Fig. 8, Plate 1, shows the locator which utilizes the property, 

2 inches of 70-ton steel. Fig. 7 shows sectional views of three 
typical casings. The devising of speedy and portable machines 
suitable for opening such casings and for operating in a bomb 
excavation is a very interesting engineering problem ; freedom 
from serious vibration was an additional requirement. Cutting 
into the curved surface of a bomb inevitably entails the cutting 
tool entering the explosive filling, and it was necessary to find 

a C 

Fig. 7. Sectional Views of (a )  1,000 kg. S.D. (Esau); (b)  250 kg. S.C.; (c) 250 kg. S.D, Bombs 
Dimensions are in inches. 

out how to make this operation as safe as possible. The casing 
having been pierced, means had to be provided for removing 
the fillings without activating the fuzes or setting off any com- 
ponents of the exploder system. 

These, then, were the principal problems which emerged in 
1940, and we can turn to the major investigations which were 
made and the results obtained. 

11. SOME PROBLEMS SOLVED IN 1940 A N D  1941 
( I )  Bomb Location. The requirement aimed at was satis- 

factory location, from the surface, of a 500 kg. bomb buried 
at a depth of 30 feet, a 250 kg. bomb at 25 feet, and an anti- 
aircraft shell at 10 feet. The intensive search for a physical 
method was begun in August 1940, when parallel investi- 
gations were started in nine different laboratories. A preliminary 
fundamental study of the sensitivity required in an instrument 
measuring the distortion of the earth's magnetic field produced 
by the presence of the bomb, showed that a differential magneto- 
meter would have to register an anomaly in the earth's field of 
less than 1 x 10-7 gauss per cm. in a reliable and reproducible 
manner! Moreover, this sensitivity had to be associated with 
robustness of design and portability. When the results of all the 
investigations were reviewed, in March 1941, it was agreed 
that the mu-metal magnetometer developed by the Electrical 
Research Association was the best surface locator; six models 

possessed by mu-metal, of a change in impedance with change 
in ambient magnetic field. A bridge network is formed of which 
two arms are mu-metal elements connected to a transformer of 
ratio such as to give a suitable impedance in the bridge circuit; 
the other two arms of the bridge are formed by non-inductive 
resistors, with a capacity across one arm. One resistor and the 
capacity are adjustable to permit initial balance of the whole 
bridge. The locator consists essentially of two parts: (1) a 
search unit in which the mu-metal elements are mounted 
vertically in exact alignment and about 6 feet apart, and ( 2 )  a 
cabinet housing the bridge, amplifier, oscillator, etc. After 
balancing the bridge in a magnetically clear space, the search 
unit is moved across the suspected area, or lowered down a 
shaft. As the search unit passes over a buried bomb, a sufficient 
distortion of the earth's field will be registered, the bridge being 
thrown out of balance by the relative difference between the 
fields at the two mu-metal elements. The instrument gives a full 
scale deflexion for a change of 20 x 10-5 gauss in the vertical 
field. 

Location is greatly assisted by sinking-by water-jetting or 
other means-a pattern of bore-holes in the suspected area and 
lowering a search unit down the holes. The E.R.A. borehole 
probe locator is also shown in Fig. 8 ; it is completely immersion- 
proof. I t  indicates the horizontal plane passing through the 
bomb but not the direction in that plane. The directional probe 
-also shown in Fig. 8-was, therefore, developed. Fig. 9 is a 
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typical record obtained with the E.R.A. locator on a clear site, 
a field near Woking. The bomb was found at a depth of 13 feet 
at the position indicated. 

The equipment described has been very useful in its primary 
r61e of location from the surface : to a much greater extent, it 
has been employed where excavation methods failed to find the 
track of the bomb. An analysis, made in 1942, of ninety-six such 
cases revealed sixty-eight correct predictions, fourteen incorrect 
and fourteen where interference from other metallic objects made 
impossible prediction by this physical method. Where such 
interference is absent, the latest model, used with a pattern of 
bore-holes, gives 100 per cent correct prediction. 

n 

!! 
-I 0 

-20- 
0 8 I 6  1 4  32 40 48 5 6  64 71 

DISTANCE-FEET 

Fig. 9. Typical Record of Traverse, using E.R.A. Bomb 
Locator on a Clear Site 

A simplified version of the E.R.A. locator was built in 1941 
to locate beach mines, which it does successfully at depths down 
to 5 feet ; an improved version produced in 1944, has been put 
to most extensive use in mine-clearance round our coasts. 

In  acknowledgement of the very great skill and thought given 
by other investigators, it may be mentioned that many other 
methods were tried, including developments of the Watt, also 
the Dye, magnetometers, locators depending on the principle 
of induction, also, on changes in self-inductance of large coils; 
on the use of ultrasonic and radio-frequency waves. But for 
various reasons, these proved less satisfactory for our purpose 
in the field than the E.R.A. locator described. 

( 2 )  Methods and Equipment for Rendering Fuzes Inoperative - 
(a) The No. [50] Fuze. We have already noted that if the 
plungers of a live [50] fuze are depressed, the bomb instantly 
detonates. Further, the impact switches are so extremely sensi- 
tive that vibration or movement of the bomb as a whole will also 
make it explode. This sensitivity governs not only the nature of 
the operations which can safely be carried out when the bomb 
is reached, but also the excavating methods which can safely 
be employed in getting to the bomb. The sensitivity to vibration 
was determined quantitatively; e.g. a displacement of the fuze 
of 0.006 inch in a time of 0.025 second is sufficient to close the 
switch contacts. On the excavation aspect, an investigation was 
carried out, at the Road Research Laboratory, on the amplitude 
and frequency of soil vibrations set up by concrete-breakers, 
automatic spades, the driving of piles and stakes into the ground, 
etc. ; these afforded guidance to excavation technique. In regard 
to operations on the bomb, measurements showed that such 
methods as drilling through the fuze-head, or trepanning the 
bomb-casing were quite unsafe with this fuze and other methods 
had to be found. 

Attention was therefore concentrated on various methods of 
discharging the condensers, without depressing the plungers. The  
attractive possibility was realized-and fully investigated-of 
slowly discharging the condensers by introducing into the fuze 

some slightly conducting fluid which would cause the charge to 
leak away in a few minutes, but was not sufficiently conducting 
to allow a path across the switch and so fire the igniter. 

The Royal Aircraft Establishment showed that steam could 
be injectedpast the plungers without depressing them and, when 
condensed inside the fuze, would slowly and safely discharge 
the condensers. Fig. 10, Plate 1, shows the “Steam Fuze Dis- 
charger” which was developed, issued to Army units as a 
Company store and was frequently and successfully used to 
immunize live [50] fuzes. I t  consists essentially of a small steam 
boiler, heated by an electrical element connected to a battery. 

Simultaneously, and following up a suggestion due to Mr. 
Davy, of Messrs. Barr and Stroud, experiments were made 
using a slightly conducting liquid, similarly injected past the 
plungers. A mixture of alcohol, benzine, and salt was evolved, 
having the required conductivity and able to find its way past 
the oiled washers round the plungers; it covered the entire 
inside surface of the fuze and “wetted” the polystyrene of the ’ 
switchblock. The simplicity and compactness of this liquid fuze 
discharger-known as the “B.D. Discharger”-is seen in Fig. 11, 
Plate 1 :  it represents the ultimate result of careful investi- 
gations carried out by various laboratories. A measured quantity 
of the liquid is forced into the fuze, under a controlled pressure, 
using a bicycle pump, and left for 30 minutes, by which time 
the fuze is completely discharged. Evacuation of the fuze prior 
to injection was investigated but found to be unnecessary, but 
the right conductivity, the maximum safe pressure without 
depressing the plungers, the minimum safe amount of liquid, 
suitable compositions to cover a wide range of temperatures, 
etc., called for exhaustive study. This “B.D. Discharger” became 
a standard store issued to all units for use, not only on the [50] 
fuze, but on all types of direct-acting short-delay fuzes, with 
which it superseded the two-pin discharger; it was used by all 
three Services without failure. 

Interesting methods of discharge by direct heating, also, by 
inducing ionization, were investigated and developed but 
abandoned when the steam and liquid dischargers proved so 
thoroughly successful. 

Technically, we regard the steam and the liquid dischargers 
as of equal merit and efficiency : in the field, however, the latter 
was preferred as a definite quantity of liquid visibly entered the 
fuze and, after recovery of the fuze, the polystyrene had clearly 
been attacked by the liquid. 

(b) The No. [17] Fuze. In  dealing with a [17] fuze, it is 
essential to know if the clockwork unit is, or becomes, active. 
When a buried bomb is reached, the clock may not be working 
because it has accidentally stopped before the pre-set time or 
because it has never started for some reason. Such a clock may 
be very dangerous; some have started under slight vibration. 
The familiar medical stethoscope applied to the case enables the 
“ticking” to be heard with difficulty and uncertainty, so an 
eZectricaZ stethoscope was speedily developed to give unmistakable 
signals and, also, to enable the listener to be situated at a safe 
distance from the bomb. Analysis of the sound spectrum of 
the “tick” gave a maximum intensity at about 1,000 cycles per 
second : 3 stethoscope was designed with crystal microphone, 
amplifier and headphones having maximum response at that 
frequency. The microphone was fitted with a small magnet to 
secure it automatically to the bomb casing; a 50-yard length of 
cable connected it with the amplifier-battery unit. 

Fig. 12, Plate 2, shows a light-weight model, designed for 
bomb reconnaissance officers, which was so successful that it 
became the standard equipment. The photograph shows the 
two small legs of “Tufno1”-heat-resisting but sound-conduct- 
ing-inserted between the magnet and the crystal microphone 
to prevent damage to the latter when the filling of the bomb is 
“steamed out” as described later. 

The obvious method of rendering safe a [I71 fuze is to stop, 
or keep stopped, the clock. I t  is common knowledge that certain 
watches are stopped by magnets, others being fitted with so- 
called non-magnetic hairsprings, as is the clock of the [17] fuze. 
But the bearings of the third and fourth wheels have steel 
spindles and bushes and, in a strong magnetic field, friction can 
be sufficiently increased to stop or jam the movement. But to 
stop by this means a clock deeply buried in a massive steel 
casing, by using portable and compact apparatus, is not easy 
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Fig. 8. Electrical Research Association (E.R.A.) Bomb Locator 
A. Search unit. B. Bridge, amplifier, oscillator. C. Battery. 

D. Borehole probe. E. “Directional” borehole probe. 

Fig. 10. The Steam Fuze-discharger (on a 250 kg. bomb) 
[I.Mech.E., 19471 

Fig. 11.  Liquid Fuze-discharger (the “B.D. Discharger”) 
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Fig. 12. Electrical Stethoscope, design IVB 
Miniature model for bomb reconnaissance officers. 

Fig. 13. Magnetic Clock-stopper, design No. 3 
Lightweight model on a 250 kg. S.C. bomb. 

Fig. 15. Fuze Pocket being removed bodily by Electric Ram, with Clock-stopper in place 

[I.Mech.E., 19471 
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Fig. 16. Fuze Extractor, design No. 2 
At end of operation, the fuze is completely withdrawn from the bomb. 

Fig. 17. Thermit Crucible set up over a 250 kg. Bomb; 
also 250 kg* Bomb burnt Out after Opening with Thermit 

Fig. 18. Acid-cutting Apparatus : Final Prototype 

[I.Mcch.E., 19471 
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Fig. 19. Trepanning and Steaming-out Apparatus, design No. 1 : Machine Unit 

Fig. 20. Nozzle of Trepanning and Steaming- 
out Apparatus, design No. 1 

A. Connexion for 15 feet of +-inch diameter 
rubber hose to steam supply. 

B. Rotating body driven by steam which passes 
out through holes shown. 

C. Emulsified explosive passes into nozzle through 
these holes. 

D. Connexion for 5 feet or 10 feet of open-end 
pipe through which emulsified explosive flows. 

Fig. 21. Boiler Unit of Trepanning and Steaming-out Apparatus, 
design No. 1 

II.Mech.E., 19471 
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Fig. 22. “Stelna” Trepanning Head on a 1,400 kg. Bomb 

Fig. 23. “Stelna” Steam Hose Feeding Attachment 

Plate 5 
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[I.Mech.E., 19471 
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Fig. 24. The “Pass” Trepanning Machine in Action on a 250 kg. Bomb 

Fig. 25. Cutter of the “Pass” Trepanning Machine 
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Fig. 26. Hand Hose Feeder (Army pattern) fitted to Base of 
Bomb for Steaming-out 

Fig. 27. “Y” Fuze being Frozen by Liquid Oxygen 

Fig. 28. “Y” Fuze in 250 kg. Bomb Frozen, using Carbon- 

Freezing pot in position, permitting transport of bomb with frozen 
fuze in place. 

[I.Mech.E., 19471 

Fig. 29. Hand Trepanner developed for Mechanically 
Destroying the “Y” Fuze while Frozen in Position in the Bomb dioxide Snow and Methylated Spirit 
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Fig. 30. A [57] Fuze cut open to show the Cavities housing 
the Mechanical Movements 

Fig. 31. A [57] Fuze cut open after being Immunized by 
Introduction of a Quick-setting Synthetic Resin 

All cavities are filled and mechanical movements completely jammed. 

A. Chuck, drum, reel, and lugs which deliver inertia blow. B. Helical spring connecting reel and drum which stores up the 
energy for the hammer blow. 

Fig. 32. Lightweight Fuze Extractor for Removing Japanese Impact Fuzes 
t. 

[I.Mech.E., 19471 
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and much intensive research and development were required 
before we were satisfied with the result. The magnetic field 
required was determined and studied. It so happened that the 
sixth clock to be recovered, and on which design was based, 
proved twice as difficult to stop as any other clock ever en- 
countered; as we used a generous design factor of safety on this 
clock, the resulting clock-stoppers had plenty of margin in hand. 

The Royal Aircraft Establishment speedily developed the first 
practical equipment-an air-cooled coil with batteries-which 
was put into production. But it had only a short working life : 
the 200 amperes required could be passed for a few seconds 
only without overheating the coil and the stopped clock might 
restart subsequently. A great step forward was a continuous rat- 
ing magnet developed by the Laboratories of the General Electric 
Company: it required only 25 amperes and could be used 
continuously for 60 minutes at full load. Actually, the clock 
having been stopped, the magnetic field could safely be reduced 
to two-thirds of its stopping value and the most difficult 
clock could be held stopped. On extremely rare occasions 
-so rare that one suspects an error by a German armourer- 
have clock fuzes been found in armour-piercing bombs; with 
such a thick case, more batteries are required and the rating is 
reduced to a few minutes. Relays of clock-stoppers would be 
used with such bombs ; it was not worth while issuing a special 
equipment for such rare occurrences. 

But the clock-stopper was still too bulky and heavy, the 
magnet weighing 180 lb. Fig. 13, Plate 2, shows the next model 
evolved jointly by the R.A.E. and the G.E.C. The magnet has 
glass winding insulation and can be safely used at a much higher 
temperature ; having a performance equal to its predecessor, 
the weight is halved to 90 Ib. This Magnetic Clock-Stopper 
represents the end point of a series of successful overcomings of 
a very difficult technical problem. Mention will be made later 
of a special hollow magnet (see Fig. 15, Plate 2) to hold the clock 
stopped while the whole fuze pocket is removed bodily after a 
trepanning operation. 

For every dangerous type of fuze, the ultimate requirement is 
an immunization method which renders the fuze permanently 
ineffective while in the bomb and on site; the magnetic clock- 
stopper does not, of course, meet this requirement so, although 
it was rapidly developed and improved to meet the immediate 
problem, a simultaneous search was made for a complete answer 
to the [17] fuze. That answer was found by further exploration 
of a basic method of fuze immunization which had been worked 
on since early 1940, but, hitherto, without much success-i.e. 
first to evacuate the fuze and, then, to suck in a destructive or 
jamming fluid-gas, liquid, or gel. 

I t  fell to the Air Ministry Bomb Disposal H.Q. to demonstrate 
successfully that, after evacuation, a liquid of sufficient viscosity 
to stop the clock and hold it stopped could be introduced into 
fuzes of the [17] type. Extensive experiments were at once put 
in hand to find the safe minimum vacuum and the subsequent 
positive pressure required to ensure filling all vital parts of the 
fuze and clock; the necessary viscosity to keep the clock stopped; 
the consequences of the resulting corrosion due to the liquid; 
the effects of the liquid on the explosive train, etc. As a result, 
the apparatus, shown in Fig. 14, known as the Stevens Stopper 
-named after Wing Commr. Stevens-was perfected. With an 
electrical stethoscope in position, the locking ring of the fuze 
is partially unscrewed and the fuze pulled slightly outwards to 
facilitate subsequent entry of the liquid into the fuze pocket. 
Vaseline is smeared liberally round the fuze head; the collet 
head, with rubber sealing ring, is clamped to the fuze head, 
making a gastight connexion with the fuze and pocket. The 
vacuum pump is then operated until a vacuum gauge reading of 
at least 26 inches of mercury is reached and maintained for one 
minute at least. Then by turning the three-way cock, the pump 
connexion is cut off, the fuze and pocket being connected to the 
container unit holding a sugar solution, which flows into the 
fuze and pocket and can be heard doing so through the stetho- 
scope. Pressure is then built up inside the container by operating 
the bicycle pump, thus forcing the solution into the clock; 
pumping is continued for five minutes or until liquid can no 
longer be heard entering the fuze pocket. The clock should now 
be completely immunized and the bomb can safely be trans- 
ported or steamed out on site. With a bomb fitted with a [50] 

and a [17] fuze, if the clock is ticking, the [I71 fuze may safely 
be rendered harmless in this way before the [50] is dealt with 
by the steam or liquid discharger, although normaZZy the [50] 
is first dealt with. 

By using the “Stevens stopper”, clocks in any size or thickness 
of bomb can be permanently put out of action by so introducing 
a solution of sugar in water into the mechanism; it was adopted 
by all three Services for use at home and abroad: it is self- 
contained and, complete with stores and spares, packs into a 
box the size of a small suit-case. 

The methods and equipments which have been described en- 
able the [15], [50], and [I71 fuzes-together with all derivatives of 
those types-to be speedily and effectively dealt with. This leaves 
only the “Zus 40” anti-withdrawal device, which cannot operate 
unless the super-imposed fuze is bodily withdrawn. It is not 
really necessary to interfere with the Zus, and the usual techni- 
que adopted in the case of a fully fuzed bomb which had to be 
dealt with on site was: (1) immunize all fuzes; (2) empty the 
bomb of its high-explosive filling; (3) cover the bomb casing 
with sand-bags and blow up the fuze pockets including the 
Zus 40. The job was then done. 

Fig. 14. Stevens Stopper I1 assembled for Use on Bomb 
1. Vacuum pump. 
2. Vacuum gauge. 
3. Container for solution. 
4. Bicycle pump. 
5. Schrader valve. 

But it was useful to know if a Zus 40 was present, particularly 
if it was desired to withdraw the fuzes for examination or other 
reason. A variety of other methods were tried, but the method 
adopted-which was standardized-was to take a radiograph 
through the bomb, using a radiographic equipment specially 
designed for field use. 

Fig. 15, Plate 2, shows the first satisfactory. method evolved 
for removing a Zus 40 from a live and fuzed bomb. A special 
clock-stopper, having a hollow electromagnet, holds the [ 171 
clock stopped. The bomb casing is first trepanned on the fuze 
pocket axis, both at the fuze end and on the opposite side; using 
an electric ram, the whole fuze-pocket-with its contained [ 171 
fuze, Zus 40, gaines, and picric pellets-is then pushed bodily 
out of the bomb. In Fig. 15, the trepanned fuze-pocket is seen 
emerging through the hollow magnet. One apparatus only was 
made up and was used only for recovering fuzes intact for ex- 
perimental purposes ; it was, however, always in reserve for any 
especially important bomb which might be found in conditions 
in which it could neither be moved nor the filling removed. 

When the Stevens stopper came into use, it was found that the 
Zus 40, as well as the clock, became filled with sugar solution. 
If the [17] fuze were then extracted, the solution so slowed 
down the speed of the striker of the Zus that the detonator was 
not pierced, although the striker was left pressed hard against 
it-a rather unpleasant and uncertain state of affairs! So it was 
arranged that the extractor, after removing the fuze, auto- 
matically injected some “dental impression powder” into the 
pocket. Some of the powder fell into the Zus, mixed with the 
solution, and set so hard that the Zus could not possibly func- 
tion: it was then extracted bodily. 

Extraction of fuzes from filled bombs is a frequent job in 
bomb disposal; even when the fuze has been immunized, 

6.  Three-way cock. 
7. Collet head and rubber cup-washer. 
8. “Jubilee” clip. 
9. Rubber hose (9 feet). 

10. Rubber hose (1 foot). 
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remote control should be employed. A remote fuze extractor was 
one of the first pieces of bomb-disposal apparatus to be developed. 
I t  consisted essentially of a pneumatic jack, operated by C02  
gas released from a sparklet bulb: an extension of the piston 
gripped the fuze head. The total travel of the piston was 8 inches, 
occupying 8 minutes : the first 2 inches was idle motion, giving 
the operator time to get clear. I t  was an elegant apparatus but 
took up too much room in the bomb excavation; also, with the 
greatest care in manufacture, widely varying operating times 
were obtained. So it  was never really successful or popular and 
was entirely superseded by the much simpler extractor-due to 
Colonel Meriilees, of the Army Bomb Disposal Service- 
illustrated in Fig. 16, Plate 3 .  This is a simple screwjack, 
carried by a tubular support screwed on the thread provided 
for the fuze locking ring. The lower end of the jackscrew grips 
the fuze head: the upper end carries a 14-inch diameter light 
flanged drum on which 100 yards of blind cord is wound. The 
cord can be led up the shaft to a convenient operating point, 
guided round corners by pulleys or metal eyes. A steady pull 
on the cord, equivalent to a force of 7 lb. at the drum, is sufficient 
to extract a very tight fuze. This is a most useful item of equip- 
ment : simple, effective, and cheap. 

(3) Methods of Opening and Emptying Bombs. Sometimes, 
the baseplate of a bomb can be unscrewed, enabling the high- 
explosive filling to be removed by hand or water or steam; more 
usually, however, owing to distortion or corrosion, the base- 
plate refuses to budge and entry has to be effected through a 
side-wall which may consist of $6 inch or 4 inch of mild steel, 
up to 1f inches of 40-60-ton alloy steel, or up to 2 inches of 
70-ton armour-piercing steel. The operation has to be reliably 
carried out in all situations in which a bomb may be found. 

The use of “Thermit” offered a simple and speedy method of 
entry, and the experimental squad, under Lord Suffolk, carried 
out some interesting tests. Using special crucibles and igniters, 
2-inch diameter holes were easily burnt through all thicknesses of 
bombs in a few minutes. Fig. 17, Plate 3, shows the set-up. 
The filling always caught fire when the case was penetrated but, 
in the absence of fuzes, it could, if desired, be put out with a 
water-hose; if the burning was allowed to continue, usually 
about two-thirds of the filling burnt harmlessly before the 
remainder detonated. But with a filled and fuzed bomb, detona- 
’ tion usually occurred as soon as the burning approached a fuze 
pocket, owing to overheating of the gaine detonator. So the 
Thermit method did not supply the desired safe, controlled 
method of opening cases, although it was widely used in the 
field for rapid disposal of defuzed bombs where a limited 
explosion was permissible, or for the final disposal of bombs in 
bomb-disposal cemeteries; it was superseded early in 1941 by 
mechanical methods to be described. 

Much attention was also given to the development and trial of 
electro-chemical and acid-cutting methods, in which consider- 
able advances were made by work carried out at the Cambridge 
Chemical Laboratory and the Government Chemist’s Labora- 
tory. Fig. 18, Plate 3, shows the acid-cutting method as finally 
developed. The basic difficulty was uneven cutting, allowing 
hot acid to find its way prematurely into the explosive filling. 
In June 1941, during a trial, a detonation occurred which might 
have been very serious , although, fortunately, only considerable 
material damage resulted; it was decided to abandon investi- 
gations on these lines. 

The practical solution of the problem of safely opening a bomb 
and removing its explosive filling was found in a combination 
of a machining operation on the case and, using the hole thus 
made, melting out the filling. Under the general title of “Tre- 
panning and Steaming-out Appa~atus”,  a series of equipments of 
considerable engineering interest were developed and produced. 

The original and pioneer machine of the series-design No. 1 
-was developed by the Engineering Department of the National 
Physical Laboratory; Messrs. Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical 
Company collaborated with the N.P.L. in redesign for produc- 
tion and also undertook that production. The complete apparatus 
consists essentially of two parts : (1) the machine unit, weighing 
80 Ib., clamped to the bomb and connected by 60 yards of steam- 
hose to (2) an oil-fired boiler, having an output of 300 Ib. of 
steam per hr., at 100 lb. per sq. in. maximum pressure. 

Fig. 19, Plate 4, shows the machine unit, which automatically 
carries out two operations in sequence. When steam is turned on, 
it trepans a If-inch diameter hole and, simultaneously, drills an 
adjacent #-inch hole through the bomb casing. Both tools are 
then automatically withdrawn and swung aside. A nozzle and 
steam pipe are then mechanically fed through the trepanned 
hole into the explosive, which is emulsified and led out of the 
bomb to a point a few feet away where it is discharged on to 
the ground; as the level of the explosive falls within the bomb, 
the nozzle automatically follows up. The trepanning tool and drill 
are driven, through reduction gearing, by a rotary steam engine, 
using steam at 30 Ib. per sq. in.; steam played on the cutting 
tools acts as lubricant and prevents overheating. 

During the steaming-out operation, the pressure is raised to 
70 lb. per sq. in. Fig. 20, Plate 4, shows the nozzle, with pipes 
removed. A 15-foot length of f-inch hose, connected at A, 
delivers live steam to the nozzle; the steam passes to the ex- 
plosive filling, through the curved radial holes of B, which is 
thereby forced to rotate at high speed. The emulsified explosive 
passes back into the nozzle through the holes in C and is led 
away to discharge through a 5-foot length (for use in bomb 
shafts) or a 10-foot length (for surface jobs) of the larger and 
open-ended concentric hose attached to the nozzle at D. 

Fig. 21, Plate 4, shows the portable Merryweather boiler, 
with the tank containing soap-solution which, during the steam- 
ing-out process, is injected into the live steam to assist emulsifi- 
cation. Once the machine unit is clamped to the bomb, all 
control is at the boiler. Opening the stop valve starts the 
machining operation; this completed, the pressure is raised and 
soap solution injected into the steam line. The complete equip- 
ment is issued mounted on a %ton lorry. 

The apparatus described can only deal with thin-cased 
bombs (&--& inch) for which it was designed. At the best the 
combined trepanning and drilling operations take about 8 
minutes; steaming-out times are 1, 2, and 4 hours for 50 kg., 
250 kg. , and 500 kg. bombs respectively. One hundred and fifty 
complete equipments were made and issued and were exten- 
sively used. The apparatus was first used operationally in early 
September 1940, on a 250 kg. bomb which fell in Regent Street. 

But it was necessary to open and empty any type and thickness 
of bomb or mine; this involved a radical departure in design, if 
not in essential principle. To secure sufficient robustness for 
field use, also, to cut down vibration to the minimum, it was 
decided that, in the next apparatus, the trepanning and nozzle- 
feeding units must be made separately, accepting the necessity 
of an intermediate approach of personnel to the bomb. The 
apparatus was to be capable of cutting a 3-inch diameter hole 
through 2 inches of 70-ton steel; also, to deal with certain mines, 
it was to be constructed of non-magnetic materials. 

The serious engineering difficulties were eventually overcome 
by the N.P.L. and the Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Company 
working in collaboration, and the equipment known as “Srelna” 
finally emerged. The prototype was built in December 1940, and 
successfully passed acceptance tests on filled bombs and mines 
in February 1941; twelve machines were constructed. Fig. 22, 
Plate 5, shows the trepanning head, weighing 80 lb., comprising 
reduction gearbox, automatic cutter feed, cutter drive and pre- 
set trip device for depth of cut. Steel cutters were used on 
bombs ; carbide-tipped phosphor-bronze cutters on mines. The 
non-magnetic requirement was met by using austenitic alloy 
steels and non-ferrous metals. Two minutes were sufficient to 
change over from trepanning to steaming-out. Fig. 23, Plate 5, 
shows the steaming-out unit, weighing 50 lb., giving an ex- 
traction rate of 8 lb. of T.N.T. per minute. The whole equip- 
ment is compact and portable, with the equivalent performance 
of a medium-heavy workshop machine-tool. 

The third of this interesting group of machines was originally 
produced with the different object of trepanning round the whole 
fuze pocket at both ends and pushing it out bodily, complete 
with fuzes, booby traps and picric acid pellets. Preliminary in- 
vestigations showed that this technique was practicable, and a 
development contract was placed with Messrs. Pass and Com- 
pany for a trepanner to be driven from batteries used with clock- 
stoppers. Fig. 24, Plate 6, shows the resulting machine. A $ h.p. 
52-volt motor, running at 2,600 r.p.m., drives, through reduc- 
tion gear, a cutter at 26 r.p.m., with an automatic feed of 
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0.001 inch per rev. The machine weighs 110 Ib., the base 
casting 35 Ib. 

Fig. 25, Plate 6, shows a cutter, of which there were two types, 
each 44- inches in diameter, one shallow for cases up to -5 inch in 
thickness and a deeper pattern for cases up to 2+ inches. These 
cutters themselves represented the result of much development, 
one difficulty being the clearance of the swarf. The six cutting 
edges are grouped in three opposite pairs, with slightly over- 
lapping cuts; 12 per cent tungsten steel proved to be the best 
material for cutting through 70-ton steel. 

An interchangeable steam drive is provided for use where 
batteries are not available. For this purpose, a commercial air- 
motor was successfully adapted; supplied with steam at 100 lb. 
per sq. in., it develops 14 h.p., giving a cutting speed of 55 r.p.m. 
An 1,800 kg. bomb can be trepanned in about 10 minutes. When 
the Pass machine is used for trepanning and steaming-out, the 
latter operation is carried out using a hand-operated remote- 
controlled steam-hose feeder. Fig. 26, Plate 7, shows the Army 
pattern. It can be used either through the trepanned hole, or- 
as shown in the photograph-through the base-plate opening. 
The complete apparatus, with interchangeable drives, boiler, 
etc., forms the “Trepanning and Steaming-out Apparatus, 
Design No. 3”, completing this interesting series of equipments. 
I t  is remarkably free from vibration and has never given any 
trouble in cutting through a 2-inch casing of high-tensile steel. 

111. N E W  DEVELOPMENTS AFTER 1942 
The comparative quiescence of 1942 in regard to major new 

prgblems of bomb disposal was unnatural and was not expected 
to continue. In spite of extreme secrecy precautions, no equip- 
ment issued to forces in the field can long remain unknown to 
the enemy ; certain bomb-disposal apparatus and documents 
were captured by the enemy during the North African campaign. 
Development of new and improved types of munitions is a 
continuous and intensive process by all concerned in times of 
war. In fact, the quantity of stores and spares in the supply 
“pipe-line” and the time taken to get a radical innovation in 
equipment into production and introduced into a Service usually 
constitute greater obstacles than arise from the lack of ideas for 
improvement, 

In January 1943, in a reprisal raid follow- 
ing resumption of our raids on Berlin, the enemy dropped a 
new and deadly “anti-handling” fuze-the “Y” fuze. Its 
markings were faked to resemble a simple impact fuze and it 
was treated accordingly. But it could not be extracted in the 
normal way and, having forced it out by hand, the officer 
concerned realized it was a new type and forwarded it for 
expert examination. The electrical part of the fuze was identical 
with the electrical part of a [ 17A] long-delay fuze, but here the 
resemblance ceased. For the softening of the plug-of wax, in 
this case-closed a switch in a circuit containing two I+volt 
batteries, an electric igniter, and three mercury switches, 
mutually perpendicular and electrically in parallel, together with 
a fourth trembler switch, similar to that of the [50] fuze. Thus, 
either vibration or slight movement would close one or more switches 
and detonate the bomb. By an extraordinarily lucky chance, the 
first fuze found-although fully armed-had failed to function 
merely because one of the batteries was not making proper 
contact in the circuit. Before moving any of the other un- 
exploded bombs dropped in this raid, all were radiographed and 
16 “Y” fuzes were discovered, many in important positions: 
they were left untouched for the time being while intensive 
work was carried out with the recovered one. No existing techni- 
que could render safe this type of fuze, yet, within one week, a 
satisfactory method was evoived and all the bombs were safely 
disposed of during the following ten days. 

It was found that, at a temperature below -30 deg. C. 
(-22 deg. F.), the internal resistance of the batteries was 
increased to such an extent that their output became insufficient 
to fire the igniter. Hence, the obvious solution to the problem 
was to freeze the fuze.  At first this was done by simply pouring 
liquid oxygen, by hand from thermos flasks, on the head of the 
fuze for two hours. An apparatus was then developed and 
issued which automatically maintained the correct flow for the 
necessary time for the type of bomb under treatment, these 

(a)  The “ Y” Fuze. 

, 
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quantities being determined by extensive experiments. The 
times for which the fuze remained inert were also ascertained 
and tools made for removing the special fuze-locking ring and 
gripping the head of the fuze. Fig. 27, Plate 7, shows a “Y” fuze 
being frozen by liquid oxygen. 

An alternative method of freezing was to apply a mixture of 
carbon-dioxide snow and methylated spirits to the bohb casing 
round the fuze head and thus freeze a much larger area: the 
operation is illustrated in Fig. 28, Plate 7. With this simple 
apparatus, the whole bomb could be carried away, with freezing- 
pot and fuze in place, when the latter had jammed and could 
not be removed. This method is very convenient; gas cylinders 
can be stored indefinitely and the technique used in any location, 
at home or overseas, where liquid oxygen was not available. 

Lastly, to complete the mastery over this fuze, i.e. to render 
it safe and then put it permanently out of action, the hand- 
trepanner shown in Fig. 29, Plate 7, was developed. The fuze is 
frozen by liquid oxygen, the trepanner applied and made to cut 
right through the fuze, completely destroying the batteries. 
During the cutting operation, the fuze is kept frozen by liquid 
nitrogen, as oxygen was found to be incompatible with ex- 
plosives. As liquid nitrogen was not readily available outside the 
London area, a simple production plant was designed and 
installed at various centres throughout the country. 

These methods were successfully used to deal with the “Y” 
fuzes dropped in this country. As far as is known, only one “Y” 
fuze operated-and that during excavation-so that the enemy’s 
efforts and ingenuity in this new direction were sadly wasted. 

(b) The [57] Fuze. When bomb dumps in Sicily were 
searched immediately after capture, another entirely new type 
of fuze-the [57]-was discovered. Samples were flown to 
England by special aeroplane; the nature and construction of the 
fuze was ascertained, and successful investigations put in hand 
to find a suitable disposal technique. I t  transpired that no [57] 
fuze was ever found in an unexploded bomb dropped in opera- 
tions, but the disposal method and equipment developed proved 
of great usefulness and wide application for other fuzes. 

The [57] is a chemical long-delay action fuze,  with a built-in 
mechanical anti-withdrawal device which fires iy any attempt is 
made to loosen the fuze locking ring. None of our existing techni- 
ques were applicable, for neither clocks, condensers, nor 
batteries, etc., were present in the fuze. The chemical long- 
delay action was obtained by the softening action of acetone 
on a celluloid plug, finally releasing a spring-loaded striker on 
to a cap. But the ultimate operation of both the delay-action 
and the booby-trap depended on mechanical working parts : if 
these could be prevented from moving, clearly the problem was 
solved. Concentrating on that line of attack, a technique was 
quickly developed of completely filling the fuze with a quick- 
setting synthetic resin, thus totally and permanently jamming 
the mechanical movements. Entry to the fuze was obtained either 
by removing a screw or by piercing the head with a sharp- 
pointed tool. To  ensure complete filling of the fuze before the 
resin set, the previously developed technique was employed of 
first creating a high vacuum in the interior of the fuze and then 
forcing in the solution under pressure. Full pressure is main- 
tained for about 10 minutes: in a further 10 minutes, solidifi- 
cation is completed. The actual apparatus is based in essentials 
on the Stevens stopper which has been previously described. 
Fig. 30, Plate 8, shows a [57] fuze cut open to show the cavities 
which house the mechanical movements of both the “delay” 
and the “anti-withdrawal’’ portions of the fuze. Fig. 31, Plate 8, 
shows a [57] similarly cut open after immunizing; the solidified 
resin is clearly visible, completely filling all cavities and sur- 
rounding and jamming the movements. 

(c)  Italian Fuzes. The research, development, and pro- 
duction organization served the Forces at home and overseas. 
Italian impact fuzes were simple mechanical types, presenting 
no serious problems. Their time fuzes were clockwork, but were 
so rarely used that it was not worth while to develop any special 
technique. German fuzes used in the Middle East were rendered 
safe by using the techniques already described. 

Bomb disposal was a very important 
matter in the Pacific; landing-parties, in particular, had to deal 

( d )  Japanese Fuzes. 
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with a great quantity of material, including Japanese bombs and 
shells damaged in their dumps. The Japanese used three types 
of chemical long-delay fuzes and various booby-traps ; all were 
ultimately mechanical in operation and were dealt with using 
the “vacuum and resin-injection’’ method devised for the 
German [57] fuze. 

A speci’al lightweight fuze extractor, developed to remove 
Japanese impact fuzes-fitted either in the nose or tail of the 
bomb-may be of interest: it is illustrated in Fig. 32, Plate 8. 
In  effect, it is a remote-controlled rotary hammer; it will remove 
fuzes which have been rusted in, or even staked in. The fuze 
is gripped by a chuck, mounted on a drum on which rotates a 
reel carrying 50 yards of light steel cable. Applying a steady pull 
to the cable, the reel rotates about 300 deg.-thereby winding 
up a helical spring-before lugs on the reel and drum engage. 
At this point, if the fuze is not tight, it will commence to be 
unscrewed. If it does not move, the pull on the cable is yelaxed, 
allowing the spring partly to return the reel. Sharp pulls on the 
cable then apply hammer-blows to the drum, chuck, and fuze : 
these are repeated until the fuze is freed. 

(e)  The German FIying Bomb (“VI”). When the first “Vl” 
was launched against London, no definite information was avail- 
able here of its warhead and fuzing system. During the first few 
days of the attack, examination of fragments from exploded 
bombs led to some tentative conclusions. On the fifth day, a 
bomb crashed into a wood and tore itself to pieces before ex- 
ploding; two damaged fuze pockets were recovered, radio- 
graphed, dissected and the fuzes examined. One was an electrical 
impact fuze, fitted in the nose of the warhead and battery- 
charged; the other was a mechanical impact fuze, armed by 
clockwork, fitted into the side of the warhead. Some evidence 
was also obtained of the existence of a third fuze, also fitted in 
the side of the warhead; presumably, this had detonated. Ten 
days after the commencement of the bombardment, the first 
complete unexploded warhead was found ; this was systematically 
and thoroughly investigated to ascertain the fuzing system. 
Radiography confirmed the nose fuze as an electric impact type 
and one of the side fuzes as a mechanical impact type; also, that 
no anti-withdrawal devices were present ; the fuzes were, there- 
fore, extracted and their construction ascertained. A third fuze 
was also fitted in a side pocket, as previously suspected : radio- 
graphy through the bomb showed it to be a clockwork fuze, 
similar to a [17J, but the detail exposed in the photograph was 
not sufficient to establish the method of arming or whether a 
built-in anti-withdrawal device was present. 

It was decided to expose the fuze pocket for a sufficient depth 
to take a radiograph without interference by the bomb casing 
and the task took two whole days of continuous delicate work, 
throughout which a “stethoscope watch” was kept on the fuze 
clock. As the slightest vibration could not be permitted, the 
bomb casing was removed in small pieces by acid attack and 
the high-explosive filling dissolved away by warm acetone. The 
radiograph obtained established that the fuze was of the [17B] 
clockwork delay type, which could be set for a period of from 
2 minutes to 2 hours, was armed mechanically by the withdrawal 
of a pin and had no anti-withdrawal device; the fuze was 
extracted and its construction determined. This particular fuze 
had been set for 32 minutes-a suitable delay to detonate the 
bomb a few minutes after landing in London should the two 
impact fuzes fail to function-it had been armed correctly by 
the withdrawal of the pin before launching but, for some reason, 
the clock had not started during the launching. Yet, after ex- 
traction, the clock started when rocked gently in the hand! 

The fuzing system thus thoroughly ascertained, appropriate 
disposal methods and instructions were speedily issued-clock- 
stopper for the clock; jamming with resin for the mechanical 
impact fuze; discharging for the electric fuze by merely cutting 
and earthing the leads. A number of unexploded flying bombs 
were successfully dealt with in the next few months. 

The above brief description of the “Vl” investigation will 
give an impression of the manner in which the experimentalists 
worked with skill, coolness, and courage, under difficult con- 
ditions, when attacking a new and unknown problem in the field. 
Every step was carefully planned, using past knowledge and 
experience, possibilities foreseen and weighed, all personal 

feelings subordinated to the task of solving the riddle while 
keeping to the minimum the chance of a detonation which would 
defer the acquisition of the vital information. There are certainly 
more pleasant, if not more exciting, pastimes than working 
continuously for more than two days in the closest proximity 
to a ton of high explosive containing armed fuzes! Inci- 
dentally, these investigators suffered severely from dinitro- 
benzene poisoning while dissolving away the high-explosive 
bomb filling. For this successful investigation, following other 
brilliant work, Mr. R. Hurst, Dr. J. Dawson, and Major J. P. 
Hudson each received the immediate award of the George Medal. 

(f) The German Long-Range Rocket (“V2”). The “V2” 
attack brought a similar task to the research group for, although 
certain knowledge was previously possessed of other parts of the 
missile, nothing was definitely known of the warhead and fuzing 
system. A tentative picture was built up first from fragments of 
exploded V2’s and, finally, the first unexploded warhead was 
recovered in Essex. The rocket was found to be fitted with a 
simple impact fuze, having condensers charged during flight 
from a battery in the control compartment, through relays so 
arranged that, if the propulsion unit ceased to propel the rocket 
before 40 seconds elapsed, the fuze was not charged. There 
were three switches in the circuit; a nose switch, mounted on 
the tip of the missile, and closed by contact; also, two inertia 
switches, one at the nose and one at the base of the warhead. 
Disposal was a simple matter. Usually, the switches became 
detached from the condenser units on impact; if this had not 
occurred, it was merely necessary to locate and cut the leads 
between the switches and the condenser unit. Unexploded war- 
heads were successfully dealt with in this way. 

CONCLUDING R E M A R K S  

The above descriptive account deals with some of the 
problems associated with the principal types of high-explosive 
bombs and the more important types of bomb fuzes; it is 
selective in that it was quite impossible, for space considerations, 
to attempt to deal with the full range of problems arising from 
“bomb disposal” (which covers all unexploded projectiles and 
missiles dropped from enemy aircraft), or to cover the full range 
of equipment and stores that were developed. It is hoped, 
howeyer, that a useful indication has been given of the organi- 
zation and methods by which scientists and engineers in labora- 
tories, in workshops, and in the field were privileged to use their 
skill, knowledge and resources in devising methods, apparatus 
and equipment to assist and equip the Service Bomb Disposal 
Units in their work, which saved so many lives and so much 
valuable property and reduced dislocation to vital production. 

Vivid and most happy recollections will always remain with 
us of the close collaboration and deep comradeship whicb 
existed between the civilian technicians and their colleagues of 
the British Navy, Army, and Air Force and of the United States 
Navy and Army; the constant exchange of ideas and experience, 
coupled with a wonderful team spirit, made possible effective 
and speedy results. For we were always up against the time 
factor. Faced with a new disposal problem, the troops required 
a reliable technique and well-engineered equipment in the 
shortest possible time. A good answer given to-day was much 
more useful than the perfect answer to be ready in the un- 
specified future; and the work and equipment which has been 
described should be considered with that fact always in mind. 

It is not practicable to list all those who contributed to these 
investigations, nor would they wish it: to select a few names 
would be unfair. But all would wish this note to close with a 
salute to the memory of our friends and comrades, civilians and 
Service personnel, who made the Supreme Sacrifice while 
engaged on bomb disposal investigations or operations : they 
will never be forgotten. 
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